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Awesense launches a use case library

Awesense launches a growing repository

of energy use cases to enable data-driven

business decisions and effectively adapt

to an evolving energy grid.

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

CANADA, November 16, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Awesense, the

organization that has developed the

digital foundation to modernize

energy, is kickstarting a Use Case

Library, showcasing Use Cases

supported by The Energy Transition Platform. A Use Case is a templated, digital solution that

uses utility data to solve an industry problem by enabling data-driven business decisions to

adapt effectively to an evolving energy grid.

Awesense makes designing an application easy with the Energy Transition Platform. The

companies working with Awesense waste less time with the development process and can start

creating algorithms and analytics in the Awesense Sandbox Environment using realistic synthetic

data while the actual Utility data ingestion occurs on the Energy Transition Platform. The realistic

synthetic data and the tools for development in the testing environment provide the ability to

develop a near-ready Use Case helping accelerate the time-to-market of Use Case development

by upwards of 90%.

After the utility data is ingested, cleansed, synchronized & structured according to the Awesense

Energy Data Model (EDM), it is ready for use in the Energy Transition Platform through APIs. The

Use Case developed against the Sandbox Environment can be fine-tuned and further developed

using actual data. The completed Use Case can be combined with custom applications to draw

business insights and modernize the energy grid to support the energy transition.

The Awesense Use Case Library is a growing repository of Use Cases that analysts can develop

using the Energy Transition Platform. True to the company’s mission to serve as the digital

foundation to modernize energy, the library use cases serve as building blocks to rapidly

accelerate the development of new energy solutions to improve grid reliability & resilience. Use

Case code is available to any partner free of charge to use and expand upon.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.awesense.com/use-case-design/#use-case-library
http://www.awesense.com/use-case-design/#use-case-library


For more information on Awesense and the Awesense Use Case Library, please visit

www.awesense.com.
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EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable
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